SRM-UK : service charges 2022: please tick what is required

Powermeter battery change (wired or wireless), clean internally, reseal and recalibrate

£120.00

Powercontrol V/ VI / 7 rechargeble battery change, clean and reseal, recharge, reset and
check over

£60.00#

Powermeter recalibration only

£50.00

Supply and fit new chain rings –no fitting charge if done at same time as PM battery. Price
T.B.A
will depend on the rings required.Please let us know if want a different type or configuration
Fitting of replacement crank arms, rings etc – unless we supply the rings

£30.00

Additional service work

£62.00 /hr +
Parts

Fitting and Set-up of SRM system to bicycle

from £80.00

Software tutorial and technical support including data analysis, training zones etc

£75.00 / hr

Powerbased training and personal coaching programmes

from
£155.00 per
month

Diagnostics / 3rd part warranty – see below*

£100.00

EXPRESS TURNROUND (24hrs) available : £100– please TICK if required ….
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE CARRIAGE
PLEASE ensure SRM power crank equipment is sent for repair in a clean state otherwise a cleaning charge
of £25.00 will be made as the systems need to be clean prior to any electronics work taking place.
Please send cranks with pedal OFF but rings ON. If you require calibration please include the Left Hand
crank as well.
Please send the appropriate parts to Dr Auriel Forrester, SRM UK; 4 The Close, New Road, Burton
Lazars, Leics. LE14 2UX UNITED KINGDOM . Goods are returned via UPS / Parcel Force / Royal Mail
Special Delivery and will normally require a signature.
Turn round time is normally 4-6 working days. Occasionally equipment will need to be returned to SRMGermany for complex repair situations - the cost of this will be added to your invoice but we will inform
you prior to any action being taken.
# Carriage is charged at a flat rate per service : the price of the Powercontrol Battery replacement has been
lowered to reflect this so the total remains the same.
*In the case of warranty issues with SRM powermeters or powercontrols not purchased directly from
Scientific Coaching & SRM-UK we are more than happy to handle your case but do charge a 3rd party
handling charge to cover our costs.

